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	RancilioTraditional espresso machines and professional grinders.
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	Rancilio SpecialtyBe inspired. Brew Different.
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	Rancilio HomelineThe home espresso solution for every place.
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													Rancilio Rocky

																			
								Premium espresso grinding at home - the Rocky is a rocksteady home coffee grinder available in two versions: with or without manual doser lever. 
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												Rocky: The Perfect Partner											

										
																					
												When it comes to home espresso, properly ground coffee is an essential part of a great tasting cup. Flat, steel burrs do the best job taking coffee from whole bean to consistently fine. With micrometric adjustments and a range of 55 grind settings, the Rancilio Rocky allows you to make precise changes to your grind size. Even in the busiest home espresso setups, the Rocky’s commercial-grade components and materials help it keep up with ease.
Despite its compact frame, the Rocky packs a powerful 166 watt motor that grinds powerfully and consistently. The hopper holds ½ pound of coffee and is tinted, which helps keep your coffee fresher for longer but still lets you easily monitor fill levels. When you’re ready to start, just press the grinding button to activate. 
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												Italian Espresso Grinding at Home											

										
																					
												Take grinding to the next level with the grinder designed to complement your Silvia espresso machine:
	50 mm steel flat burrs 
	0.65 L capacity tinted hopper
	Direct drive, quiet operation motor
	Range of 55 grind settings
	Optional dosing chamber with dispensing lever (SS Model)
	Steel body
	Average output: 1 g/s
Coffee bean hopper capacity:
0.3 kg / 0.7 lb
	Ground coffee container capacity
(version with manual doser lever):
0.2 kg / 0.4 lb
	Dose (manual doser lever): 7g / 0.2 oz
	Removable grounds tray
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																	Other Homeline Models
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																				Rancilio Silvia																		

																	
																	The classic Silvia model features impressive brewing power, straightforward controls, and stylish stainless steel body panels.
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																				Rancilio Silvia Pro																		

																	
																	The long-awaited Silvia Pro features a double boiler design with dual PID controllers that enables exceptional temperature stability and ease of use.
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															Contact Us

							
															
									Click the link below to email us. Please share your name, general location, and some notes about your inquiry. We're looking forward to hearing from you!
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															Get in Touch with our Team

							
															
									Our product experts would be happy to answer any questions you have. They can also help you determine what type of setup will work best for your needs. We’ll respond within the next business day!
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												11130 Katherines Crossing #800

Woodridge, IL 60517

General Inquiries

(877) 726-2454

Service 24/7 Hotline

(877) 642-9409
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